
Complete each hyperbolic sentence using an appropriate word or phrase 

from the box.

1)

2)

The new car cost us .

Zoe shook his when he nodded his head.

This is the place in the world.

The explorer braved to reach his destination.

Victoria's smile the entire house.

3) This weapon is so powerful that it can .

4) The boy was so light that a would blow him o!.

5)

6)

7)

8) Julia's aunt talks .

9) Katlin was able to smell the mu"ns from a away.

an arm and a leg

destroy a whole country

breeze lit up

a hundred stormsforever

mile

mop of curlsa mile a minute happiest

10)
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The fall lasted ; no tree had a single leaf left.

Hyperboles
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Complete each hyperbolic sentence using an appropriate word or phrase 

from the box.

1)

2)

The new car cost us an arm and a leg .

Zoe shook his mop of curls when he nodded his head.

This is the happiest place in the world.

The explorer braved a hundred storms to reach his destination.

Victoria's smile lit up the entire house.

3) This weapon is so powerful that it can destroy a whole country .

4) The boy was so light that a breeze would blow him o!.

5)

6)

7)

8) Julia's aunt talks a mile a minute .

9) Katlin was able to smell the mu"ns from a mile away.

10)
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The fall lasted forever ; no tree had a single leaf left.

Hyperboles

an arm and a leg

destroy a whole country

breeze lit up

a hundred stormsforever

mile

mop of curlsa mile a minute happiest
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